Miller, Diane M.

From:  
Sent:  Thursday, January 17, 2002 11:48 PM  
To:  NIOCINDOCKET@cdc.gov  
Subject: Dose Reconstruction

Your plan for dose reconstruction although necessary where records don't exist, makes no sense at Rocky Flats. DOE with the aid of a credited laboratory reviewed our records and assigned new doses based upon their research. Members of the 100 mrem club and others, such as my self, had their records researched. Neutron dose changes and internal doses, indicators and review of air sampling and wound counts finally were interpreted correctly. these records are now inadequate according to NIOSH. How do you know what workers received without reviewing their records?
Save your money so you can continue to help* identify workers and residents that don't have current files on the work force for example at Coors, documents were either stolen or destroyed, depending on whims of managemnt.